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Nobody said it would be easy but they never revealed that it would be explicit. In nothing but Red
Bottoms, Roxy Reynolds takes the erotic lifestyle to another level. Secrets of a Porn Star is filled
with glitter, guts and sexuality. Feel the rise of a corporate vixen as she intricately weaves her way
from the ghetto streets of South West Philadelphia and the hood trenches of Columbus, Ohio to find
herself in front of the flashes and big lights of the camera. Follow Roxyâ€™s revelation to be the
biggest, the sexiest and the best that the camera has ever flashed upon. Nothing can stop her; no
weapon formed against her shall prosper.
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Roxy keeps you engaged right from the start. She is very honest and open about her personal and
professional relationships. She keeps it real concerning her love for sex but also her awareness that
there are opportunities to use her sexuality to bring financial opportunities in her life. The chapters
flow very well and Roxy just makes you want to read more and more. I will definitely follow her on
Social Media and come out to one of her events and get this booked singed someday!

Most of the reviews on this book were negative because people failed to actually see what it was
about & look up what she said was in her book. I watched one of her interviews and it was exactly
what she said it would be! The book is hot & very, very interesting. It was written very well also. It's
thought provoking too! Definitely not for the faint of heart.

And I loved this honest, heartfelt memoir written by my cousin. Who could ask for more? There are
juicy little bits and pieces here and there, Roxy gives us a few tips to excite our own lives a bit and
even goes into why and how she fell into the lifestyle/career that fuels her daily. I'm so proud of u!!

The book was relatively enjoyable. I would not classify it as being a tell-all nor as a female
empowerment book. I do however feel that it provided different techniques for women to improve
upon in relation to their bodies and with sexual performance. She also featured many of her sexual
fantasies and some personal encounters that were anonymous. Overall a decent book for her first
try, which was very classy.

This book by Roxy Reynolds was not what I expected...it was a whole lot more. Roxy gives
excellent tips and suggestions. The book was very well written, with class, not raunchy. It was a look
into her life and how/why she is where she is today. I hightly recommend this book.

Definitely not impressed...great for someone who likes an easy read with lots of sexual references. I
expected more. It's almost like a fake tell all. I love Roxy but I'd rather watch her porn than read her
books.

I've been a fan of Roxy since she came on to the scene in the mid 2000's and she has been the
best performer in the adult scene since then and now she takes on another journey and becoming
an author. I pre-order the book in advance and was excited to read the book when it arrived to my
home. No lies Roxy went totally authentic in her debut book and every chapter will leave your,
"MIND, BODY & SOUL SEXUALLY STIMULATED"! There's a ton of teachings and tricks that Roxy
will teach you, lessons that Roxy learned during her times in the adult industry and what she gains
from it. She give exclusive insights on some of the male performers that she did business with.
Some of the stories are crazy and intense. But it will make you have an orgasms. No lies. This book
is a must of your a Roxy Reynolds fan or love adult erotica books. I recommended this book to
friends of mines so go out and purchase this amazing book. You won't be disappointed!!!!
#TrueFacts

I thought it will be a well written book telling about her life and how she started what made her
become an adult star but you get none of that. Just her describing her having sex and whatever else
she was talking about.
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